DIGITAL COUPONS
VALID UNTIL AUGUST 5, 2019
Print or display on mobile device to redeem.

Quebec Only

$13.99
2 CAN DINE!* Enjoy any two ¼ Angus, Double Original, Crispy, Grilled, or Buffalo Chicken Sandwich Combos (each includes a regular side and 20 oz. soft drink). Cheese and bacon extra.
COUPON CODE: HAR003

$7.49
ANGUS MEAL DEAL!* Enjoy a ¼ Angus Burger Combo (includes a regular side and 20 oz. soft drink). Cheese and bacon extra.
COUPON CODE: HAR004

$6.49
MEAL DEAL!* Enjoy an Original Burger, Veggie Burger, or Fish Sandwich Combo (includes a regular side and 20 oz. soft drink). Cheese and bacon extra.
COUPON CODE: HAR002

$6.99
ORIGINAL + POUTINE!* Enjoy an Original Burger and a Classic Poutine. Cheese and bacon extra.
COUPON CODE: HAR015

Quebec Only

$11.99
2 CAN DINE!* Enjoy any two Original Burger, Veggie Burger, Fish Sandwich or Hot Dog Combos (each includes a regular side and 20 oz. soft drink). Cheese and bacon extra.
COUPON CODE: HAR006

$8.49
CHICKEN MEAL DEAL!* Enjoy a Crispy, Grilled or Buffalo Chicken Sandwich Combo (includes a regular side and 20 oz. soft drink). Cheese and bacon extra.
COUPON CODE: HAR005

$4.99
HOT DOG MEAL DEAL!* Enjoy a Hot Dog Combo (includes a regular side and 20 oz. soft drink) for $4.99. Cheese and bacon extra.
COUPON CODE: HAR007

$21.99
FAMILY BUNDLE!* Enjoy two Original or Veggie Burger Combos (each includes a regular side and 20 oz. soft drink) and two Kids Combos (each includes kids drink, kids fries or apple sauce and kids activity book). Cheese and bacon extra for adult combos. Bacon extra for kids combos.
COUPON CODE: HAR013